Surface analysis of gutta percha after disinfecting with sodium hypochlorite and silver nanoparticles by atomic force microscopy: An in vitro study
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ABSTRACT

Background: Sodium hypochlorite (5.25% NaOCl) and silver nanoparticles (70 µg/ml AgNPs) have a broad spectrum of antimicrobial efficacy for disinfecting gutta percha (GP) point, so this study was conducted to analyze the assay surface topography of GP when disinfected with AgNPs and 5.25% of NaOCl using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Materials and Methods: In this in vitro study a total of thirty cones were taken. The samples were divided into three treatment groups: Group I and II with 70 µg/ml AgNPs and 5.25% NaOCl. The time duration was 1 min. Untreated GP points served as control group. After treatment of 1 min for each solution, the samples were positioned in the AFM. For comparison, the root mean square (RMS) was used to investigate the structure of the GP points. Unpaired t-test and ANOVA test were used. The differences among the groups were tested by Tukey's honestly significant difference test and were considered significant when $P<0.05$.

Results: 5.25% NaOCl created RMS value of 202.48 nm at 1 min as compared to 70 µg/ml of AgNPs and control which produced RMS value of 44.48 nm and 24.1 nm, respectively ($<0.0001$).

Conclusion: The study showed irregularity in the surface of GP with NaOCl and lesser deterioration with AgNPs which could affect the postoperative prognosis. In this study, it was found that NaOCl causes 10 times more surface topography deterioration of GP when compared to AgNPs at 700 times lesser concentration.
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INTRODUCTION

Microbial colonies are found in huge numbers in root canals and are present inside the canal variably, so it is an absolute requisition not only to remove microbial contamination, but also to make sure that the damage to the dentinal portion of root remains minimal.[¹⁻³]

Although there are a plethora of disinfecting agents in the market, still the most common disinfecting agent used endodontically is NaOCl and that too with the concentration of 5.25%; NaOCl has antimicrobial effect because of the emission of hydroxyl ion and chlorite ion, but because of its higher pH, it
Nanoparticles are being used in various methods either embedded in a material and used or being used in metallic complex compound. Silver nanoparticle is one of the materials which has come out to be quite an effective antimicrobial agent and also have a broad-spectrum effect. In the present study, the size of the silver nanoparticle was 9.3 nm 23.1 nm. Shape of AgNPs used in the present study was truncated triangular which was found to provide better bactericidal action which corroborates with earlier studies.\[8,9\] Truncated triangular silver nanoplates with a (111) lattice plane as the basal plane displayed the strongest biocidal action, compared with spherical and rod-shaped nanoparticles with Ag (in the form of AgNO\(_3\)). It is proposed that nanoscale size and the presence of a (111) plane combine to promote this biocidal property.

This competency of silver nanoparticles has allowed researcher to look for its diversity in various other aspects or fields. Studies have shown that silver and nanoparticles in combination is excellent in removing microbes from root canals.\[9\]

Today, the atomic force microscopy (AFM) is the most commonly used scanning probe technique for material characterization. Major advantages of AFM include a combination of high resolution in three dimensions (3D), the sample does not have to be conductive, and there is no requirement for operation within a vacuum. There is an AFM mode called contact mode imaging (CMI) which is employed for the determination of surface topography. AFM hardware consists of a sharp tip mounted at the end of a microscopic cantilever, which systematically probes a surface.\[10-13\]

Gutta percha (GP) is used in dentistry since many decades and its sterilization is very important for the better prognosis of the treatment. GP sterilization is done with NaOCl, but it is quite evident in literatures that NaOCl also disrupts the polymeric chains of GP quite drastically and irreversibly which not only increases the risk of microleakage, but also can create the niche for microbial re-growth.\[13\]

None of the studies are available which show the topographical effect of silver nanoparticles on GP and its comparison with 5.25% NaOCl. Owing to the nodus which NaOCl causes has urged the scientists to look forward to new antimicrobial agents having dominance but also have minimal side effects on the material or tissue itself.

The desideratum of this study is to analyze and assay the effect of 5.25% of NaOCl and 70 ug/ml (0.007%) silver nanoparticles on the surface topography of GP using AFM.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

1. GP cones – 30 cones were taken of size 80 (Dentsply)  
2. Concentration of silver nanoparticles – 70 ug/ml (Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh, India)  
3. 5.25% NaOCl (HiMedia)  
4. AFM (MANIT, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India).

**Methods**

In this *in vitro* study a total of thirty cones were taken. The samples were divided into three treatment groups

**Synthesis of silver nanoparticles**

Silver nanoparticles were synthesized by inert gas condensation method by metal evaporation in inert atmosphere. Silver wires (99.9% purity) were placed in the molybdenum boat. Argon gas (99.99% purity) was passed inside the chamber through a moisture collector at a pressure of 13.33 Pa. Electric current to the boat was supplied which makes silver to evaporate. There was a disc shutter over the boat, which was opened when supersaturation conditions were achieved. The particles formed in the gas phase were allowed to lodge at the surface of a stainless steel flat surface cooled by flowing liquid nitrogen.

Synthesized nanoparticles were collected by sweeping them off the stainless steel plate with a Teflon scraper. The collected silver nanoparticles were characterized by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for approximation of crystalline structure, mean size, and architecture. For TEM dissection, dilute suspensions of nanoparticles in pure acetone were processed by ultrasonication.

**Samples**

Thirty GP cones taken from the same batch were randomly selected for the study. It was ascertained that all samples used were before expiration date. GP points were sectioned 3 mm from their tip and attached to a glass base with rapid-setting cyanoacrylate glue. Following these procedures, the samples were divided...
into two treatment groups: Group I – GP point immersed in 70 ug/ml (0.007%) silver nanoparticles and Group II – GP point immersed in 5.25% NaOCl. Untreated GP points served as control group. After treatment time of 1 min for each solution, the samples were positioned in the AFM. Fresh aliquots (5 mL) of 5.25% NaOCl or silver nanoparticles were used for each period of immersion. After the immersion, the samples were thoroughly rinsed with 5 mL of nanopure water, and the region around the point was then dried with filter paper.\[15\]

**Analyses with atomic force microscopy**

AFM images of the GP points were recorded in the contact mode on a NT-MDT, NEXT AFM (NT-MDT, Zelenograd, Moscow, Russia) under ambient conditions. Typical AFM probes for contact mode CSG10 series having resonant frequency of 8–39 kHz and force constant of 0.01–0.5 N/m (curvature radius <20 nm) mounted on cantilevers (225 um) were used. Scanned areas (16 um/s) were perfect squares (4 um × 4 um) in which a weak force was applied (<1 nN). CMI was simultaneously obtained during scanning procedures to investigate topography of specimens. AFM images (500 × 500 lines) were acquired with NOVA PX 3.1.0 rev 1312 (Zelenograd, Moscow, Russia) software for analyzing and processing of images of surfaces obtained by AFM s. Nova PX software contains predefined settings for fast configuration of the NEXT operation. Panoramic optical view allows collection of high-resolution, large-scale images of the sample.

For the purpose of comparison, the root mean square (RMS) was used to investigate the structure of the GP points. All statistical analyses were performed with StatView for Windows 7.0 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Mean and standard error of the mean values of the RMS parameters achieved from CMI were calculated. The differences among the groups were tested by Tukey’s honestly significant difference test and were considered significant when \( P < 0.05 \). SPSS statistics is a software package used for statistical analysis. SPSS stands for statistical package for the social sciences. SPSS is acquired by IBM which is a Chicago, Illinois (US) based company in the year 2009. The SPSS version 19 (2010) was used for the data calculation in this study.

**RESULTS**

AFM images showed that untreated GP showed minimum topographical alterations at 24.1 ± 24 nm as compared to the treated GP cones.

3D images were obtained from AFM (composite images). Mean values of RMS for CMI profiles are shown in Tables 1-3. The values are expressed in nm (1:1000 um). 5.25% NaOCl produced higher RMS at 1 min than to both 70 ug/ml of silver nanoparticles and control group. NaOCl created RMS value of 202.48 nm at 1 min as compared to 70 ug/ml of AgNPs which produced RMS value of 44.48 nm as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Where as the control group has got the RMS value of 18.83 nm. as shown in Figure 3. Composite figure presenting all the RMS value in Figure 4. Comparative evaluation was done between Group I and Group II, Group I and control group, and Group II and control group, all showed highly significant difference \( (P < 0.0001) \) [Tables 1-3]. ANOVA test of variance was used to compare between all the groups and again highly significant result was observed with \( P < 0.0001 \) [Table 4].

The differences between RMS values were tested by unpaired \( t \)-test and ANOVA test. There was significant difference between all groups and the statistical analyses were performed.

**DISCUSSION**

Due to a strong oxidizing effect 5.25% NaOCl causes extreme topographic alterations in the cones which in turn cause deterioration and also there is some crystal formation on GP. Moreover, crystal formation on the surface of GP cones has been
identified after rapid sterilization with 2.5% and 5.25% NaOCl.[13]

Disintegration of GP points includes certain extent of surface discrepancy. It causes extensive irregularities which can create cracks or breach in uniformity between the GP cone and the root canal wall, hence increasing the plausibility of leakage.[11] Resin sealers when coated in canals fill the crevasse that was created after disinfecting the GP with 5.25% NaOCl. Once set, the resin shrinks leaving behind empty spaces which may increase the risk of leakage.[12]

Topographical alterations may be observed on GP points when these are kept immersed into disinfection may compromise the standardization of the points, making difficult their adaptation to root canal walls because of the disintegration of polymer chains.[15,16] NaOCl solution influence apical sealing failure because it promotes irreversible changes on GP points, and therefore the disinfection period should not be extended beyond the minimum necessary.[17] Valois et al. conducted a study in which topographical alteration of GP was seen after irrigation with three different concentrations of NaOCl (0.5%, 2.5%, and 5.25%) and arrived at a conclusion that 2.5% and 5.25% NaOCl solutions caused aggressive topographical changes after 1 min when compared to the control (P < 0.05). Conversely, 0.5% NaOCl solution did not cause any alteration on topography or elasticity of GP cone structure but this concentration is not valid for chairside decontamination of GP.[17] The present study is concurrent to the previous studies as this study also shows that 5.25% NaOCl causes maximum alteration in GP in 1 min using AFM, hence can have ominous effect in postoperative prognosis.

AFM is a device with 3D imaging of molecular surfaces of nanometer resolution. and as compared to the SEM, AFM provides a much better job. It provides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disinfectants</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Mean (nm)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.1±0.23</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4858.118</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 ug/ml of AgNPs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44.38±2.1</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.25% NaOCl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>202.48±4.5</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mean value of RMS between all groups combined
reliable 3D surface profile and does not even require any special treatment (metal coating), which could lead to irreversible damage.\cite{18} In addition, in contrast to the SEM which requires expensive vacuum environment necessary for normal functioning, an AFM has the ability to operate effectively even in a liquid or air.\cite{18}

Recent advances in nanotechnology have invigorated us to produce pure silver, as nanoparticles, which are more efficient than silver ions.\cite{19} AgNPs are attractive because they are nontoxic to the human body at low concentrations and have a broad spectrum of antibacterial actions.\cite{14} Several studies have reported that the positive charge on the Ag$^+$ ion is crucial for its antimicrobial activity through the electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged cell membrane of the microorganism and the positively charged nanoparticles.\cite{18} AgNPs accumulated in the bacterial membrane disturb the membrane permeability, resulting in cell death.\cite{20}

With regard to cytotoxicity of AgNPs, the biologic effects of AgNPs’ exposure to mammalian cells were evaluated. Hela cells were evaluated by being exposed to different concentrations of AgNPs which showed that 80 $\mu$g/ml concentration could be harmful for Hela cells.\cite{21,22} Accordingly, Iranian researchers\cite{23} have introduced nanosilver-coated GP, as an attempt to improve the antibacterial effect of GP. The new material, which is standard GP coated with AgNPs, has demonstrated significant effect against Enterococcus faecalis, Staphylococcus aureus, Candida albicans, and Escherichia coli. Considering that this antimicrobial efficacy of silver nanoparticles has already been proven, its effect on the surface topography of GP was never observed. Besides that, Shantiaee et al.\cite{24} tested the biocompatibility by comparing the cytotoxicity of nanosilver-coated GP and normal GP on mouse fibroblasts and found that nanosilver-coated GP presented cytotoxicity similar to normal GP and after 1 week, it reached the lowest level of cytotoxicity among the tested materials.

This study surface architecture of GP was analyzed, assayed, and correlated with 5.25% NaOCl and it was commenced that silver nanoparticles caused far lesser deterioration than NaOCl when observed under AFM (as shown in composite image).

**CONCLUSION**

It was ascertained in this study that irregularity in the surface of GP is observed when decontamination is done with NaOCl; on the other hand, AgNPs cause far lesser surface deterioration which ultimately aids in postoperative prognosis. From this study, it was found that NaOCl causes five times more surface topography damage of GP when compared to AgNPs and ten times more deterioration when compared to untreated GP. As far as efficacy of AgNPs is concerned, it has been proven that it is equivalent to that of NaOCl in eliminating microorganism because of AgNPs’ high spectrum ability. Further study needs to be conducted to investigate surface energy and wetting ability of AgNPs to analyze its compatibility with sealers when used as an irrigating solution.
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